
The Portrait Gallery located in the Rose Hill Museum showcases photographs and portraits of some of Bay

Village's earliest residents. 

A portrait is a photograph (or in some cases, a drawing, painting 

or sculpture) that captures a person or group of people. 

Portraits were taken as a way to document a person/group's identity 

and importance orcommemorate a special event, such as 

Joel & Maragaret Cahoon's Golden Wedding Anniversary in 1881 

(found in Portrait #10 in the Gallery; pictured right)

Prior to the invention of photography in the mid-1800s, a painted or sculpted portrait was the only way to

capture the appearance of a person. With the rapid developments of photography throughout the 1800s,

portrait photographs became more easily available to members of the middle class. Instead of spending a

large amount of money and time to sit for a painted portrait, families could make an afternoon trip to a

photography studio in the area. 

However cameras weren't always used. Portraits were also done in chalk. The majority of the large

portraits on the South wall in the Portrait Gallery are not photographs, but rather chalk drawings. 

Besides chalk - what types of materials can be used to draw a person's image?

Visit the Gallery to browse the portraits and take a glimpse into our community's past! 

The Rose Hill Museum is open Sundays from 2:00 - 4:30, April through December.
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Visit the Rose Hill Museum Portrait Gallery 



Rose Hill Museum Portrait Gallery 
Scavenger Hunt

Instructions

Print the following Scavenger Hunt pages at home.

Visit the Rose Hill Museum with your blank pages, a writing utensil, and

clipboard (or other hard surface to write on). Coloring utensils optional. 

Each portrait in the gallery is labeled with a number. 

Find the frame with the corresponding number (note: the designs of the

frames in the Gallery do not match the frames on the Scavenger Hunt

pages).

Sketch the portrait you find. 

Visit the Gallery book to find the subject of the portrait's name - and brief

information about their lives.

Label your sketches with names, if desired.

After completing the Scavenger hunt, browse the rest of Rose Hill

Museum and search for items that were used in the late 1800's.

The Rose Hill Museum is open Sundays from 2:00 - 4:30, April through

December.



Rose Hill Museum Portrait Gallery 
Scavenger Hunt
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